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How does AI serve clinical research?

• The challenge
• Clinical data are complex, heterogeneous, and difficult to understand
• Clinical research usually framed in the context of hypotheses
• Clinical data often need enrichment and novel data science and analytic 

approaches to answer research questions

• The opportunity 
• To develop specialized tools for clinical research analytics informed by best 

practices and novel methods in artificial intelligence 
• To provide the clinical researcher with access to these tools
• To identify disease entities, their characteristics, and potential causal pathways
• To propose and evaluate therapies
• To make AI methods and results explainable to the researcher!



The Premise: AI should be open, easy, and accessible



Where AI started: Mimicking human cognition

• Rules (expert systems)

• Frames (case-based reasoning)

• Cognitive computing (default hierarchies)

• All focused on capturing human knowledge and reasoning in some type 
of static representation that may be updated (or not) with experience
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The first medical expert system: MYCIN



A closer look at explanation in MYCIN

• Displays the rule being invoked at any point during the consultation or 
inferential chain

• Keeps a history of rule invocation and associates each rule with 
questions asked of user

• Uses a “goal tree” to illustrate inference



An example of the MYCIN explanation facility

32) Was penicillinase added to this blood culture
(CULTURE-1)?
**WHY
[i.e. WHY is it important to determine whether penicillinase was added 
to CULTURE-1?]

[3.0] This will aid in determining whether ORGANISM-1 is a
contaminant. It has already been established that
[3.1] the site of CULTURE-1 is blood, and
[3.2] the gram stain of ORGANISM-1 is grampos
Therefore, if

[3.3] penicillinase was added to this blood
culture then there is weakly suggestive evidence that… 

https://www.slideshare.net/vini89/mycin?qid=187f4b1b-e711-4a36-943b-05e01f02ad0b&v=&b=&from_search=3

https://www.slideshare.net/vini89/mycin?qid=187f4b1b-e711-4a36-943b-05e01f02ad0b&v=&b=&from_search=3


Did MYCIN work?



Yu VL, et al.: Antimicrobial selection by a computer: A blinded evaluation  by infectious disease experts. 
JAMA 242(12):1279-82 (1979)

Pretty well, at least for validation/verification



However, MYCIN was never used in practice…

• Required extensive knowledge engineering and rules updating

• Legal and regulatory issues (that persist to this day)

• Even with an explanation facility, it was cumbersome to use



Another type of explanation: 
Multivariable modeling

Metcalf  PA, Wells S, Jackson RT: Assessing 10-year coronary heart disease risk in people with Type 2 diabetes mellitus: 
Framingham versus United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study. J Diab Mellitus 4:1 (2014) 
https://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=41893

https://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation.aspx?PaperID=41893


Explanation has eluded us for many 
machine learning approaches

Random forests
Neural networks

Support vector machines
…



A serious question:
Is explainability a desideratum or a sine qua non in 

biomedical applications of AI?

Darlington KW: Designing for Explanation in Health Care Applications of 
Expert Systems. Sage Open 2011, DOI: 10.1177/2158244011408618. 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2158244011408618

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2158244011408618
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2158244011408618


A conceptual framework for integrating 
AI in biomedical data analytics that is 

sensitive to users’ needs and expertise

(… in other words, it makes room for explainability)

With thanks to Jason H. Moore, PhD

What we really could use is…
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The framework: A Data analytics pipeline
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http://www.kdnuggets.com/

Big Data



DI
Relational Database Graph Database

Michael Hunger – Neo4j

Data integration



FS

Ritchie – PLoS Genetics (2013)

Sohangir – J Soft Engin App (2013)

Feature selection
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http://suanfazu.com/

Machine learning
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Statistical and biological interpretation



V

Talbot, Zebrafish (2014) dev.biologists.org

Biological validation
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M.D. Anderson

Clinical application



What we are doing at the 
University of Pennsylvania:

PennAI
AI-assisted machine learning-driven hypothesis and 

knowledge discovery for clinical research



Penn’s Informatics Infrastructure Overview



Penn IBI Idea Factory



Our machine learning environment: PennAI

www.pennai.org

Penn Medicine 
Clinical and Research Data

http://www.pennai.org/




http://scikit-learn.org/





https://kaixhin.github.io/FGLab/

Controller: Future Gadget Lab

https://kaixhin.github.io/FGLab/




Database: MongoDB





Machine learning results: Tabular form



Machine learning results: Decision tree





HCI: Dataset selection and history



HCI: Building an experiment



HCI/Visualization: Tabular results



HCI/Visualization: Graphical results



165 PMLB
Datasets

i = 1 to 300

j = 1 to 1000
Random
Dataset

Random
Recommender

Average
Recommender

ML-Based
Recommender

Machine Learning Analysis Results

Knowledge

k = 1 to 10

PennAI evaluation: Schema



Results: 13 methods, 165 datasets

Penn Machine Learning Benchmarks (PMLB )
BioData Mining 10:36 (2017)



Results: Tournament of the 13 methods



pennAI.org



And as of this afternoon, 
PennAI is now live!

https://github.com/EpistasisLab/pennai

https://github.com/EpistasisLab/pennai
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In summary…

• AI has a long tradition of explainability
• But with newer machine learning methods, explainability has eluded us

• In order for AI to be usable by (not-always expert) researchers, the 
method and the results have to be explainable
• Usability: Does “it” work?

• In order for AI to be useful to (not-always expert) researchers, the 
method and the results have to be explainable
• Usefulness: Will it be used?



Thank you!
jhholmes@pennmedicine.upenn.edu


